Day 3: October 14, 2018 (Sunday)

Registration & Morning Refreshment
Lobby of the first floor of Main building attachment-B, Xi’an Jiaotong University (Xingqing Campus)

09:00-10:30
Keynote II - Dr Hu Yunhua, Founder & CEO of ABitAI Technology
ROBOTA: An Interactive Dialog System for e-Commerce
Room 103, Main building attachment-B, Xi’an Jiaotong University (Xingqing Campus)

Coffee Break
Lobby of the first floor of Main building attachment-B, Xi’an Jiaotong University (Xingqing Campus)

10:30–10:45
Session EBE-10: Data driven techniques for e-business management
Room 103, Main building attachment-B, Xi’an Jiaotong University (Xingqing Campus)
Chair: Omar Hussain

1. Toward self-learned smart Contracts Ahmed Almasoud, Maged Elgazzar and Farookh Hussain

10:45-12:30
104: Host Overloading Detection using EWMA Algorithm in Cloud Computing Environments. Jan-Heang Chen

70: A Study on the Applications of Big Data in Cross-border E-commerce Xuesong Zhao

66: Differential privacy protection recommendation algorithm based on student learning behavior Pei Feng, Yu Liu, Yan Chen and Haiping Zhu

110: The Concept and Framework of Basic Information Facilities for E-commerce Yueting Chai, Xiao Yu and Xiang Gu

Session EBE-11: Agents for facilitation of e-business
Room 102, Main building attachment-B, Xi’an Jiaotong University (Xingqing Campus)
Chair: Nazaraf Shah

1: Intelligent Risk management framework for BYOD Khoul Alharthy, Nazaraf Shah and Arun Shankarappa

4: Application Layer Challenges and Adoption Barriers to Internet Based Advanced Communication Technologies In SMEs Nuwan Kuruwitaarachchi

7: Research on the Memory of Online Advertising Based on Eye-Tracking Technology Yao Lu; Wei Qi; Juan Qin

34: Lattice-Based Universal Designated Verifier Signatures Baohong Li, Yanzhi Liu and Sai Yang

107: The Concept and Framework of Basic Information Facilities for E-commerce Yueting Chai, Xiao Yu and Xiang Gu

Session EBE-12: Security, Privacy, Trust, and Credit
Room 104, Main building attachment-B, Xi’an Jiaotong University (Xingqing Campus)
Chair: Feng Tian

10:45-12:30

7: Research on the Memory of Online Advertising Based on Eye-Tracking Technology Yao Lu; Wei Qi; Juan Qin

34: Lattice-Based Universal Designated Verifier Signatures Baohong Li, Yanzhi Liu and Sai Yang

107: The Concept and Framework of Basic Information Facilities for E-commerce Yueting Chai, Xiao Yu and Xiang Gu

12:30 - 13:00
Conference closing - best paper award - Next year conference announcement
Room 103, Main building attachment-B, Xi’an Jiaotong University (Xingqing Campus)

Farwell lunch
Teacher’s Cafeteria in Wutong Yuan Building of Xi’an Jiaotong University (Xingqing Campus)

13:00 - 14:30

Teacher’s Cafeteria in Wutong Yuan Building of Xi’an Jiaotong University (Xingqing Campus)